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Welcome!
We have spent most of the year locked away in our homes due to the pandemic restrictions. During this time,
we have become increasingly aware of how important it is for us to experience The Great Outdoors. Being
outside, even for short periods of time can have positive effects on both our physical and mental health. This
past year has also been a really serious one. We have lost so many of our liberties, support networks and
have gained an incredible amount of stress. We really need to make time to be social, playful and creative,
as much as we can. This is where the inspiration for our Great Outdoor theme came from. We want to
encourage people to get outdoors more, to spend with other people where possible and to think about lots of
different playful activities that they can try.
We have created a pack for members of the public (Information Pack), which hopefully you will find helpful
for the colleagues and families you work with. It contains an overview about what Play Therapy is, highlights
BAPT’s high standard of clinically excellent training, our brand-new Trademark Title and our BAPT Register.
It also provides some ideas that will hopefully inspire the public to try a few new activities outdoors.
In this Members Pack, there is more specific information about Outdoor variations of Play Therapy, in addition
to our usual invitation for you to join in with some creative activities, across social media. We have provided
posters that you can use in your workplaces and some template resources to enable you to join in with some
of the online activities. We hope you enjoy this pack and find it useful. We look forward to seeing how you
celebrate British Play Therapy Week 2021!
Lynne Borrowdale, Vice Chair of the Board of Directors, British Association of Play Therapists
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The Great Outdoors And Mental Health
It is suggested that in any one year, 1 in 4 people will experience mental health issues. This is without
accounting for the impact of the global pandemic. With mental health services struggling to cope, ‘green
care’ or spending time in nature is seen as increasingly important to our mental health and well-being. There
is compelling research evidence to show that exposure to nature can:
•
•
•
•

Reduce stress and anxiety and repair mental fatigue
Lower high blood pressure and enhance immune system function
Improve respiratory tract and cardiovascular illness
Increase self-esteem and improve our ability to focus

Often people think that they have to take a special trip to ‘The Great Outdoors’ but really, it can anywhere. It
can be in your garden, on a small patio, on a leafy street, in a park, on a beach, in a wood or forest or out in
the wilder countryside. You can be on your own or with others, joining a group to walk, garden, grow food,
swim, cycle or even just sitting; all can help to reduce feelings of disconnection and increase sociability.
It has long been recognised that if we don’t nurture our connection to the outdoors, that it can take a toll on
our physical and mental wellbeing. As well as ‘doing’ things outside, finding opportunities to just ‘be’; to sit in
stillness and retune our minds to all that nature offers can really help maintain our overall wellbeing. Taking
time out of our busy work and life schedules is often hard, but once we experience the restorative power of
just being in nature, it can become strangely addictive and something we find we need and want to turn to
regularly.
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Outdoor Play Therapy
For several years, the number of Play Therapists who work in outdoor settings has been steadily growing.
The therapy can be for individual children, small groups and also for families. It is the broadly the same as
the therapy that takes place in the indoor play room, but we work outside in a range of settings from woods
and forests to parks, gardens and beaches and any small outdoor space, where you can see the sky and feel
the breeze and the sun on your skin.
Some therapists are lucky enough to have an outdoor space attached to their indoor playroom, connected by
one door while other may have a dedicated greenspace with a purpose-built structure or ‘shed’ for shelter.
Many therapists work outside with a simple shelter structure such as a tarpaulin over a tree branch. Because
we are working outside, some of the resources we need are a little different but we also take out some of the
toys and equipment we use inside.
The outdoor space is psychologically safe because the therapeutic relationship we establish with our clients
is the container for the work and when we move outside, that relationship provides us with symbolic walls.

Why Go Outdoors?
We choose to work in outdoor locations because we believe it is important for us all to strengthen our
connection to the natural world that we are, after all, part of. There has been increased concern about the
young people’s disconnection from nature due to increased urbanization, reduction in availability of good play
spaces, a perception that ‘playing out’ is no longer safe and too much screen time.
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We also know that traumatic experiences get embodied – held within our bodies, since we take the experience
in through our sensory system as our higher order brain functioning shuts down to enable us to be ready for
fight, flight or freeze. Traumatic memory is not remembered, it’s lived and is present is our body posture and
the way we act and respond.
In order to process the embodied meanings we hold inside, we need physical activities, some very vigorous
and working outdoors enables clients to enact meanings through big expansive actions; running, jumping,
rolling, twirling and sprawling and express intense emotions by shouting, singing, shrieking and screaming.
They may need the Therapist to join them in this ‘wild’ play, and all this is within the context of the safe, secure
therapeutic relationship we have established. Within the playroom, there is much less scope for this and both
Therapist and child may feel inhibited. In outdoor play therapy, as well as helping to make sense of previous
experience, movement and exploration provides us with challenge and opportunities to take risks and
experiment with our developing physicality within the safety of the therapeutic relationship, leading to an
increased awareness of our body self, of personal confidence and skilfulness.

Confidentiality
During outdoor sessions, the confidentiality of the play can still be preserved. Therapists may have exclusive
use of a space but even where they use a public space, what is observed by others is and adult and child at
play. The symbolism and metaphor of the play is very individual to the client and is understood only by the
therapist and child together – to others it looks just like play, the meaning is not apparent.

Transformation
The therapeutic process enables changes or transformations to occur. They come through realization that
we can be an autonomous being, independent of thought and action. For young children, understanding how
change might occur or what it might look and feel like can be difficult. Nature offers us a lot of concrete
examples of changes:Water turns to ice and back again, the wind can blow strong and hard and bend the branches on trees or it
can softly ruffle our hair, earth becomes mud after the rainfall and a calm sea can become a stormy one in a
very short time.
We can see and feel the changes and better understand the possibilities for our own transformation.

Long-Term Benefits
Learning to coexist harmoniously with the natural world is crucial for the future of the planet. We also know
that being outside is good for our general health and well-being and has helped many of us get through a
year of Covid 19 restrictions. If children and young people experience the benefit of this, it likely to stay with
them throughout their lives and promote a healthier existence.

Mindful Connection
If you would like to develop your own connection to nature, here are a couple of things you might like to try
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In today’s busy ‘doing’ lifestyle, how often do we sit in stillness and silence and take an opportunity to just
‘be’. If this sounds like a great idea, you can start to experience a ‘sit spot’. Choose an outdoor space where
you will feel comfortable – it doesn’t have to be miles away or in the middle of nowhere, it can be at the end
of the garden or on your back door step. You can take a cup of something, but leave your phone behind. Just
allow yourself to sit and experience what’s around you….what you hear…..see….smell….touch and if it’s
safe, taste. It’s the opportunity to connect with the natural world, to deepen your understanding of it and your
place in it. Let your mind empty and retune to everything around you. You can gradually extend the time you
sit and stay for as long as need. Going to your sit spot at night if you feel safe is will give you a new and
different perspective.
You might also like to experience walking barefoot on grass or sand or a woodland path. If you’re a bit unsure
about this, start by walking just a short distance in your socks. Just check first that there’s nothing in your way
to injure or harm you. We often talk about the importance of being a ‘grounded’ human being and walking
barefoot gives us a real and direct connection. Tune into the feel of the ground beneath your feet, the
sensation on your skin and what’s happening elsewhere in your body.
Want To Learn More?
If you would like further information about Outdoor Play Therapy, please visit www.cooptuk.com. You can
also follow COOPT on Facebook: www.facebook.com/COOPTUK and find a couple of short videos on You
Tube (search for Collaboration of Outdoor Play Therapists – COOPTUK).
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Animal Assisted Play Therapy®
Animal Assisted Play Therapy®️ (AAPT®️) is a relationship based therapeutic approach which heavily
emphasises that the interactions are fun and beneficial for both the human and the animal, and no one's
welfare is compromised for the sake of another. We give the animals a lot of choice whether to engage with
us or not and by keeping it fun, everyone has a great time, whilst achieving their therapeutic or educational
goals. Animals involved in AAPT®️ are often horses, dogs or cats. They can also be goats and pigs, or indeed
smaller mammals such as hamsters.
AAPT®️ has been defined as “the integrated involvement of animals in the context of Play Therapy, in which
appropriately-trained therapists and animals engage with child, family, & adult clients primarily in play
interventions aimed at improving the client’s psychosocial health, while simultaneously ensuring the animal’s
well-being and voluntary engagement in the process. Play and playfulness are essential ingredients of the
interactions & the relationship” (VanFleet, 2013).
The feature that most distinguishes AAPT from other forms of animal assisted therapy (VanFleet & FaaThompson, 2017) is the systematic inclusion and encouragement of play and playfulness as the primary
means of expressing feelings, developing relationships, and resolving psychosocial problems (VanFleet,
2008; Van Fleet & Faa-Thompson, 2017).

Competent Trademarked Training and Titles
AAPT®️ training is suitable for any professional who would like to add animal interactions into their work with
people. Currently it is possible to work towards the Trademarked Titles of Certified Animal Assisted Play
Therapists®️ and Certified Professional Practitioners of Animal Assisted Play Therapy®️.
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The training is vigorous and some set competencies need to be achieved. The following is a list of just some
of the core competencies that Therapists must evidence before they achieve certification status:
•professional therapy skills
•animal ethology/behaviour/socialization/humane training
•animal handling
•play therapy skills
•fluency in understanding animal body language
•professional ethics
•relationship building
•observation skills/splitting attention
•animal welfare
•facilitation of client-animal
•proactive advocacy for animal partners interactions.
Want To Learn More?
If you would like further information about AAPT®️, please visit www.iiaapt.org.
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Specialist Training
For information about Outdoor Play Therapy Training:
The Collaboration of Outdoor Play Therapists – COOPT, is a non-profit and democratic networking
organisation open to both student and qualified play therapists. They gather two or three times a year to meet
like- minded people, share ideas, consider developments in practice and where possible, sit around the
campfire and reconnect with themselves, each other and with nature.
COOPT offer occasional more ‘specialist’ training days which may be open to a wider therapeutic audience
and are currently delivering their first Certificate of Best Practice in Outdoor Play Therapy course with 40
participants from here and abroad. COOPT will running the next BPC course in the Autumn this year so if
you are interested in joining them for this or any of their networking days, have something you would like to
share with others or are just interested in outdoor play therapy, please contact cooptuk@gmail.com.
For information about Animal Assisted Play Therapy Training®️:
The International Institute for Animal Assisted Play Therapy® (IIAAPT) offers online courses, in-person
hands-on workshops, and a full certification program. Live skill-building trainings are offered regularly in the
USA, UK, Australia, and in other countries as requested. This rigorous professional certification program is
based on demonstrated competencies acquired through considerable training, relationship work with one's
animals, and supervised experience. It is intended for those who are practicing professionals in their fields,
although students are welcome.
Online Courses
These are offered through the IIAAPT®️ and are specific to AAPT®️. Most of the online courses are 10-14
hours long. The current titles are as follows:
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• Introduction to Animal Assisted Play Therapy®️
• Essentials of Behaviour & Training for AAPT
• Canine Communication in AAPT
• AAPT Ethics & Animal Welfare
• Equine Communication in AAPT
• Supervisory Case Consultation in AAPT & Other Animal Assisted Interventions
In Person Training Courses
These qualification courses must be completed in person:
1. Animal Assisted Play Therapy® 1: Theory, Research, & Practice (30 actual course hours)
2. Animal Assisted Play Therapy® 2: Relationships, Applications, & Interventions (30 actual course hours;
there are prerequisites for both the therapist and the dogs who attend this 2nd level training, usually 6-12
months after the 1st)
3. Equine Specialty Courses for those working in Equine Assisted Play Therapy®
For more details, including viewing the full manual, please visit www.iiaapt.org. For UK news/information,
visit, www.aapbaseuk.com.
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Specific Social Media BPTW21 Activities for Members
Our social media channels are a great asset to our membership. We regularly create original visuals,
infographics and written information. We regularly use our platform to support member’s businesses. Our
social media team also work hard to elevate public awareness of BAPT Play Therapy and direct the public to
our professional register to find a Therapist in addition to responding to a wealth of private message enquiries
about a range of issues. Our social media team are also incredibly supportive to members, requesting social
media specific advice. Board Members are much more accessible to membership as a result of social media,
than would be found in other governing bodies.
Social media is such a great way to interact with the public and we know that they have really responded to
posts that involve our members in the past. They particularly enjoy when we give them insight into our work
and our individual practice. You are always more than welcome to post as much original content as you like
during British Play Therapy Week; do tag us into your creative posts and use our hashtags #BPTW21
#BritishAssociationofPlayTherapists so we can see and share your work!
It is also fun for us to come together to complete some specific fun activities together on social media. This
year, we have created three ideas, which are listed on the following pages. We have supplied some templates
that you can scan into your computers at the end of this document (Posters and Templates Section). The
electronic visuals are available to download from the BAPT Facebook Forum. If you are not a member of the
forum,
please do go
to this
web
address
and answer
the joining
questions:
www.facebook.com/groups/1855961664677427.
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If you are not able to contribute any pieces of work, it would still be really great if you could reshare some of
BAPT’s work on your preferred social media platform. Do reach out to the BAPT profile to make sure our
amazing social media team know you are a BAPT Play Therapist® and can follow your work.
Here are all our social media addresses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

www.instagram.com/britishplaytherapy
wwww.facebook.com/bapt1992
www.linkedin.com/company/british-association-of-play-therapists-bapt
www.pinterest.co.uk/baptpinterest
www.twitter.com/baptplaytherapy
www.youtube.com/c/BritishAssociationofPlayTherapistsBAPT
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1. #MyNameIs
During our first British Play Therapy Week in 2019, we launched the #MyNameIs Project. We provided
members with a social media square visual, which said ‘My name is ….. and I am a BAPT Play Therapist.
All members needed to do was add their name and submit their finished visual to one of our social media
channels. We received so many completed visuals – it was amazing. The posts were well received by the
public and really helped BAPT to come together as a membership community.
This year, in recognition of our brand-new Trademarked Title, we want to undertake #MyNameIs version
2. The templates are available to download from our private Facebook forum, or you could scan the poster
at the back of this document. Here are some completed visuals from members of our social media team!
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2. #WhatICanSee

This is a super quick and easy way for you to join in with our awareness raising week. We are literally
asking you to take a picture of what you see when you are outside and then post on your social media,
tagging the BAPT page in. If you could say a few words about your thoughts about being outside or your
motivation to go outside, that would be amazing. Remember we are promoting The Great Outdoors, which
means all of the Outdoors. Not everyone has access to amazing rural spaces or beach areas, so it is really
important we show them the benefits of being in our gardens, on our balconies or sitting on a bench in the
street. If you are working outdoors or have a view to some outdoor space from your playrooms and offices,
do send us pictures of those too!

3. #NatureBAPTLogo

This is a little more complicated and you will need to access your power of creativity! What we are looking
for in this social media posting activity is for you to somehow replicate the BAPT hands logo or the word
‘BAPT’ using materials you can find in your Great Outdoors. Again, remember to post them on social media
and tag the BAPT page in.
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Creative Outdoor Activities And Recommended Resources
In the Information Pack for non-members, there are some examples of creative activities and a list of some
recommended resources. It would be great if you could try out some of these activities/test some of the
resources yourselves and share the results on social media.
It would also be really great if you are able to create some similar handouts on behalf of yourselves or your
employer, that BAPT could distribute via social media. The more we can show how creative and engaged
our BAPT Play Therapists® are, the better. Equally, this really is a great chance for you to promote your own
business ventures. BAPT has nearly 20k followers on Facebook alone and in excess of 5k across other
platforms. This is an incredible opportunity for some free publicity which every BAPT member is entitled to
access.
Please do remember to use the hashtags #BPTW21 #BritishAssociationofPlayTherapists when sharing your
work online.
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Posters And Templates
We would love you to be as involved as possible with our special awareness raising week! Here are some
posters that you can freely print off and display to advertise British Play Therapy Week. In addition to this, if
you are an organisation that employs or supervises one of our amazing Play Therapists, we have some
special posters so you can show your pride about this!
On behalf the Board and all of our members, thank you in advance for the fun and awareness raising you will
get involved with during #BPTW21. We cannot wait to spend time with you and see what you get up to!
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